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“0.01  = 5 nm”

(Incidentally disproved the 
existence of the ether)

First GW 
detector       

h ~ 5 x 10-10~ 1 mW

LIGO 0.1

L = 10m

Michelson, Morley 1887

Albert A. Michelson

30 cm
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ETM = End test mass

ITM = Input test mass

BS = 50/50 beamsplitter

PRM = Power recycling mirror

MC = Mode cleaner

FI = Faraday isolator

IO = Input optics

AS = Anti-symmetric port

PO = Pick-off port

REF = Reflection port
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Figure 1: Optical and sensing configuration of the LIGO 4 km interferometers. The IO block
includes laser frequency and amplitude stabilization, and electro-optics modulators. The inset
photo shows a test mass mirror, in its suspension, prior to installation in the vacuum system. The
near face is the high-reflecting surface, through which one can see mirror actuators arranged in
a square pattern near the mirror perimeter.

cavity (mode cleaner, MC), which provides a stable, spatially pure beam; additional filtering of
laser noise; and serves as an intermediate reference for frequency stabilization.

The interferometer optics, including the test masses, are fused silica substrates with multi-
layer dielectric coatings, manufactured to be extremely low-loss. The substrates are polished so
that the surface deviation from a spherical figure, over the central 80 mm diameter, is typically
less than a few angstroms, and the surface microroughness is also less than a few angstroms.
The absorption level in the coatings is generally a few parts-per-million (ppm) or less, and the
total scatter loss from a mirror surface is estimated to be 20-30 ppm.

The main optical components and beam paths–including the long arms–are enclosed in an
ultra-high vacuum system (10!8 ! 10!9 torr) for acoustical isolation and to reduce phase fluc-
tuations from light scattering off residual gas. The 1.2 m diameter beam tubes contain multiple
baffles to trap scattered light.

Each optic is suspended as a pendulum by a loop of steel wire. The position and orienta-
tion of an optic can be controlled by electromagnetic actuators: small magnets are bonded to
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Initial LIGO
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L = 4 km

10-12  = 10-18 m
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LIGO Hanford:
4 km H1,  2 km H2

LIGO Livingston:
4 km L1

1-July-05 YKIS2005 - Barish 10

The LIGO Scientific Collaboration
500 scientists at 42 institutions

27 US & 15 international
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! !

LIGO Scientific Collaboration
!Australian Consortium
for Interferometric
Gravitational Astronomy
!The Univ. of Adelaide
!Andrews University
!The Australian National Univ.
!The University of Birmingham
!California Inst. of Technology
!Cardiff University
!Carleton College
!Charles Sturt Univ.
!Columbia University
!Embry Riddle Aeronautical Univ.
!Eötvös Loránd University
!University of Florida
!German/British Collaboration for
the Detection of Gravitational Waves
!University of Glasgow
!Goddard Space Flight Center
!Leibniz Universität Hannover
!Hobart & William Smith Colleges
!Inst. of Applied Physics  of the 
Russian Academy of Sciences
!Polish Academy of Sciences
!India Inter-University Centre
for Astronomy and Astrophysics
!Louisiana State University
!Louisiana Tech University
!Loyola University New Orleans
!University of Maryland
!Max Planck Institute for 
Gravitational Physics

!University of Michigan
!University of Minnesota
!The University of Mississippi
!Massachusetts Inst. of Technology
!Monash University
!Montana State University
!Moscow State University
!National Astronomical 
Observatory of Japan
!Northwestern University
!University of Oregon
!Pennsylvania State University
!Rochester Inst. of Technology
!Rutherford Appleton Lab
!University of Rochester
!San Jose State University
!Univ. of Sannio at Benevento, 
  and Univ. of Salerno
!University of Sheffield
!University of Southampton
!Southeastern Louisiana Univ.
!Southern Univ. and A&M College
!Stanford University
!University of Strathclyde
!Syracuse University
!Univ. of Texas at Austin
!Univ. of Texas at Brownsville
!Trinity University
!Universitat de les Illes Balears
!Univ. of Massachusetts Amherst
!University of Western Australia
!Univ. of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
!Washington State University
!University of Washington
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9L1 Noisebudget  Feb 9, 2007  04:28 UTC
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L1: UGF = 151 Hz, 14.8 Mpc, Predicted: 15.6, Feb 09 2007 04:28:56 UTC
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noise couplings to test 
mass displacement
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injection/response 
measurements of 
noise couplings to 
test mass 
displacement

10L1 Noisebudget  Feb 9, 2007  04:28 UTC

Simplify noise budget to 
shot,  seismic,  thermal,  
technical
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goal for the facilities is to not increase the naturally occurring environmental perturbations, such

as mechanical vibrations, acoustic noise, electromagnetic fields and gravitational gradients, by

more than a factor of two in the gravitational wave detection band.

The ultimate LIGO vacuum levels are derived from the need to maintain optical phase noise due

to fluctuations in the residual gas column density in the beam tubes and vacuum chambers at a

level at or below an equivalent strain noise of 2 x 10-25 Hz-1/2. This is expected to be the limiting

noise source at the highest frequencies (100 Hz < f < 1 kHz).

The clear aperture of the beam tubes and vacuum chambers is in part determined by the require-

ment to maintain optical phase noise produced by scattered light to an acceptable level. The stray

light requirement must be satisfied between 0.5 to 1.1 micron wavelengths, which is the range of

Figure 3-4: Limiting interferometer performance attributable to the facilities
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10 kG test masses
10” diameter
~0.5m pendulum
0.76 Hz resonance
Voice coil actuation
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4-April-05 AEI - Barish 18
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• Arm cavity 
storage time acts 
as a single-pole 
low-pass filter
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T ~ 1%

4 km

T ~ 10ppm
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Figure 2: Longitudinal transfer functions. Results are given for the differential (solid curve)

and the common (dash-dotted) arm cavity length, the Michelson length (dashed) and the recycling

cavity length (dash-dashed). The parameters used for the calculation are typical ones for LIGO

with an over-coupled carrier and under-coupled rf sidebands. The magnitude of the signals are

given in units of dB (sig/nm).
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White shot noise 
with arm cavity 
response gives 
high frequency 
sensitivity limit 
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Dissipation in lossy 
materials (wire, 
substrate, coating) 
causes fluctuations 
in the measured 
displacement

May be limiting 
noise 40-100 Hz
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Coating
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44

Also a Few Glitches in Hanford, 

but Science Moves On …
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injection/response 
measurements of 
noise couplings to 
test mass 
displacement

19L1 Noisebudget  Feb 9, 2007  04:28 UTC

Simplify noise budget to 
shot,  seismic,  thermal,  
technical
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Laser
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ITM
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4 km

FIIO

MC

ETM = End test mass

ITM = Input test mass

BS = 50/50 beamsplitter

PRM = Power recycling mirror

MC = Mode cleaner

FI = Faraday isolator

IO = Input optics

AS = Anti-symmetric port

PO = Pick-off port

REF = Reflection port
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Figure 1: Optical and sensing configuration of the LIGO 4 km interferometers. The IO block
includes laser frequency and amplitude stabilization, and electro-optics modulators. The inset
photo shows a test mass mirror, in its suspension, prior to installation in the vacuum system. The
near face is the high-reflecting surface, through which one can see mirror actuators arranged in
a square pattern near the mirror perimeter.

cavity (mode cleaner, MC), which provides a stable, spatially pure beam; additional filtering of
laser noise; and serves as an intermediate reference for frequency stabilization.

The interferometer optics, including the test masses, are fused silica substrates with multi-
layer dielectric coatings, manufactured to be extremely low-loss. The substrates are polished so
that the surface deviation from a spherical figure, over the central 80 mm diameter, is typically
less than a few angstroms, and the surface microroughness is also less than a few angstroms.
The absorption level in the coatings is generally a few parts-per-million (ppm) or less, and the
total scatter loss from a mirror surface is estimated to be 20-30 ppm.

The main optical components and beam paths–including the long arms–are enclosed in an
ultra-high vacuum system (10!8 ! 10!9 torr) for acoustical isolation and to reduce phase fluc-
tuations from light scattering off residual gas. The 1.2 m diameter beam tubes contain multiple
baffles to trap scattered light.

Each optic is suspended as a pendulum by a loop of steel wire. The position and orienta-
tion of an optic can be controlled by electromagnetic actuators: small magnets are bonded to

4

SRM

L = 4 km

10-13  = 10-19 m

125 W

750 kW

5 kW

• Increased power
• Improved isolation
• DC readout
• Signal recycling
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• isolation of f-8 
above a few 
Hz

• f-2 filtering of 
actuator noise

• reaction mass

• fused silica 
suspension

• 40 kG test 
mass
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K&6$3-)L))Left: schematic diagram of quadruple suspension showing main chain and parallel reaction 
chain for interferometer control actuation, with lower support structure removed for clarity. Right: all-
metal controls prototype under test at Caltech, presently installed at the MIT LASTI testbed)

)

                                                 
12 Advanced LIGO Suspension System Conceptual Design, T010103; Quadruple Suspension Design for Advanced LIGO, N 

A Robertson et al  Class. Quantum Grav. Vol. 19 (2002) 4043-4058; P020001-A-R; Quad Noise prototype PDR-3 overview, 

T060142; Monolithic stage conceptual design for Advanced LIGO ETM/ITM C. A. Cantley et al T050215; Discussion 

Document for Advanced LIGO  suspension (ITM, ETM, BS, FM) ECD Requirements   K A Strain T050093; Advanced 

LIGO ITM/ETM suspension violin modes, operation and control K A Strain and G Cagnoli, T050267; Conceptual Design 

of a Double Pendulum for the Output Modecleaner, T060257 

Controls prototype @ CIT 2007
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HAM ISI at Livingston Feb. 20, 2008

Quad + SEI
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T ~ 1%

4 km

T ~ 10ppm
750 kW
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10 pm offset
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These correlations depend on the sideband angular frequency

! and are generically different from zero. However, when

"!0 and "!#/2 the correlations are zero. We shall analyze
these two extreme configurations in the following section.

C. Two special cases: Extreme signal-recycling and

resonant-sideband-extraction configurations

In this section we discuss two extreme cases that are well

known and have been much investigated in the literature

using a semiclassical analysis $13,14%. In these two cases the
dynamical correlations between shot noise and radiation-

pressure noise are zero. This has two implications: &i' the
semiclassical analysis and predictions $13,14% are correct
&when straightforwardly complemented by radiation pressure
noise', and &ii' the noise curves are always above the SQL.
Of course, static correlations can always be introduced by

measuring the quadrature b( . In these two extreme cases

there are no instabilities and the input-output relation of the

SR interferometer can be obtained from the conventional

noise by just rescaling the parameter K $Eq. &2.13'%.

1. Extreme signal-recycling (ESR) configuration: !Ä0

For "!0, the gravitational-wave signal appears only in
the second quadrature b2 but not in the first quadrature b1
$see Eq. &2.26' with (!0 and #/2, respectively%. Defining

K̃)
K*2

1"+2#2+ cos 2,
, &3.25'

it is straightforward to deduce that the spectral density of the

noise takes the simple form

S
h

ESR!
S
h

SQL

2 ! 1K̃ "K̃" . &3.26'

In the left panel of Fig. 4 we plot !S
h

ESR(!)/S
h

SQL(-) versus
!/- for different choices of the reflectivity + . As we vary
the reflectivity of the SR mirror the minimum of the various

curves is shifted along the SQL line, and the shape of the

noise curve change a bit because both K and , in Eqs.

&3.25', &3.26' depend on frequency. Moreover, for !/-$1
and !/-%1 the curves are well above the conventional in-
terferometer noise. This effect becomes worse and worse as

+!1 and is described by the formulas

S
h

ESR&!'

S
h

SQL&-'
!
1

4

!2

-2
! 1"+

1#+ " ISQL
I0
,

!

-
$1,

&3.27'

S
h

ESR&!'

S
h

SQL&-'
!

-4

!4
! 1"+

1#+ " I0

ISQL
,

!

-
%1.

The signal-to-noise ratio for inspiraling binaries is given

in this case &for +!0.9, I0!ISQL' by

&S/N 'ESR
&S/N 'conv

#0.73. &3.28'

Hence, this LIGO-II configuration ("!0) is not appealing.
The noise curves could be better than the ones for a conven-

tional interferometer in the range .20–60 Hz, depending on
the value of + , but they get worse everywhere else, and over-
all, for any + the signal-to-noise ratio for inspiraling binaries
is lower than in the case of a conventional interferometer.

FIG. 4. Log-log plot of !S
h

ESR(!)/S
h

SQL(-) versus !/- for the extreme signal-recycling configuration &left panel' "!0 with +!0.7,
+!0.8, +!0.9, and I0!ISQL and for the extreme resonant-sideband-extraction configuration &right panel' "!#/2 with +!0.7, +!0.8, and
+!0.9, with I0!ISQL . Also plotted for comparison are the noise curve for a conventional interferometer and the SQL line. For further detail

on these well known configurations, see Refs. $13,14%.

QUANTUM NOISE IN SECOND GENERATION, SIGNAL- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 64 042006

042006-11

Buonanno & Chen, PRD64 2001

srm = 0 srm = /2

Signal recycling Resonant sideband 
extraction
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These correlations depend on the sideband angular frequency

! and are generically different from zero. However, when

"!0 and "!#/2 the correlations are zero. We shall analyze
these two extreme configurations in the following section.

C. Two special cases: Extreme signal-recycling and

resonant-sideband-extraction configurations

In this section we discuss two extreme cases that are well

known and have been much investigated in the literature

using a semiclassical analysis $13,14%. In these two cases the
dynamical correlations between shot noise and radiation-

pressure noise are zero. This has two implications: &i' the
semiclassical analysis and predictions $13,14% are correct
&when straightforwardly complemented by radiation pressure
noise', and &ii' the noise curves are always above the SQL.
Of course, static correlations can always be introduced by

measuring the quadrature b( . In these two extreme cases

there are no instabilities and the input-output relation of the

SR interferometer can be obtained from the conventional

noise by just rescaling the parameter K $Eq. &2.13'%.

1. Extreme signal-recycling (ESR) configuration: !Ä0

For "!0, the gravitational-wave signal appears only in
the second quadrature b2 but not in the first quadrature b1
$see Eq. &2.26' with (!0 and #/2, respectively%. Defining

K̃)
K*2

1"+2#2+ cos 2,
, &3.25'

it is straightforward to deduce that the spectral density of the

noise takes the simple form

S
h

ESR!
S
h

SQL

2 ! 1K̃ "K̃" . &3.26'

In the left panel of Fig. 4 we plot !S
h

ESR(!)/S
h

SQL(-) versus
!/- for different choices of the reflectivity + . As we vary
the reflectivity of the SR mirror the minimum of the various

curves is shifted along the SQL line, and the shape of the

noise curve change a bit because both K and , in Eqs.

&3.25', &3.26' depend on frequency. Moreover, for !/-$1
and !/-%1 the curves are well above the conventional in-
terferometer noise. This effect becomes worse and worse as

+!1 and is described by the formulas

S
h

ESR&!'

S
h

SQL&-'
!
1

4

!2

-2
! 1"+

1#+ " ISQL
I0
,

!

-
$1,

&3.27'

S
h

ESR&!'

S
h

SQL&-'
!

-4

!4
! 1"+

1#+ " I0

ISQL
,

!

-
%1.

The signal-to-noise ratio for inspiraling binaries is given

in this case &for +!0.9, I0!ISQL' by

&S/N 'ESR
&S/N 'conv

#0.73. &3.28'

Hence, this LIGO-II configuration ("!0) is not appealing.
The noise curves could be better than the ones for a conven-

tional interferometer in the range .20–60 Hz, depending on
the value of + , but they get worse everywhere else, and over-
all, for any + the signal-to-noise ratio for inspiraling binaries
is lower than in the case of a conventional interferometer.

FIG. 4. Log-log plot of !S
h

ESR(!)/S
h

SQL(-) versus !/- for the extreme signal-recycling configuration &left panel' "!0 with +!0.7,
+!0.8, +!0.9, and I0!ISQL and for the extreme resonant-sideband-extraction configuration &right panel' "!#/2 with +!0.7, +!0.8, and
+!0.9, with I0!ISQL . Also plotted for comparison are the noise curve for a conventional interferometer and the SQL line. For further detail

on these well known configurations, see Refs. $13,14%.
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“Light enforced quantum uncertainty”
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earlier identification of the phenomenon of ponderomotive

squeezing !15,16".
In this paper we study three variants of QND interferom-

eters that rely on ponderomotive-squeeze correlations:

#i$ Squeezed-input interferometer. Unruh !14" #building
on earlier work of Caves !17"$ invented this design nearly 20
years ago, and since then it has been reanalyzed by several

other researchers !18,19". In this design, squeezed vacuum is
sent into the dark port of the interferometer #‘‘modified in-
put’’$ and the output light is monitored with a photodetector
as in conventional interferometers.

For a broad-band squeezed-input interferometer, the

squeeze angle must be a specified function of frequency that

changes significantly across the interferometer’s operating

gravity-wave band. #This contrasts with past experiments
employing squeezed light to enhance interferometry !20,21",
where the squeeze angle was constant across the operating

band.$ Previous papers on squeezed-input interferometers
have ignored the issue of how, in practice, one might achieve

the required frequency-dependent #FD$ squeeze angle. In
Sec. V C, we show that it can be produced via ordinary,

frequency-independent squeezing #e.g., by nonlinear optics
!22"$, followed by filtration through two Fabry-Pérot cavities
with suitably adjusted bandwidths and resonant-frequency

offsets from the light’s carrier frequency. A schematic dia-

gram of the resulting squeezed-input interferometer is shown

in Fig. 1 and is discussed in detail below. Our predicted

performance for such an interferometer agrees with that of

previous research.

#ii$ Variational-output interferometer. Vyatchanin, Matsko
and Zubova invented this design conceptually in the early

1990s !23–25". It entails a conventional interferometer input
#ordinary vacuum into the dark port$, but a modified output:
instead of photodetection, one performs homodyne detection

with a homodyne phase that depends on frequency in essen-

tially the same way as the squeeze angle of a squeezed-input

interferometer. Vyatchanin, Matsko and Zubova did not

know how to achieve FD homodyne detection in practice, so

they proposed approximating it by homodyne detection with

a time-dependent #TD$ homodyne phase. Such TD homo-

dyne detection can beat the SQL, but #by contrast with FD
homodyne$ it is not well-suited to gravitational-wave

searches, where little is known in advance about the gravita-

tional waveforms or their arrival times. In this paper #Sec. V
and Appendix C$, we show that the desired FD homodyne

detection can be achieved by sending the interferometer’s

output light through two successive Fabry-Pérot cavities that

are essentially identical to those needed in our variant of a

squeezed-input interferometer, and by then performing con-

ventional homodyne detection with fixed homodyne angle. A

schematic diagram of the resulting variational-output inter-

ferometer is shown in Fig. 2.

#iii$ Squeezed-variational interferometer. This design #not
considered in the previous literature2$ is the obvious combi-
nation of the first two; one puts squeezed vacuum into the

dark port and performs FD homodyne detection on the out-

put light. The optimal performance is achieved by squeezing

the input at a fixed #frequency-independent$ angle; filtration
cavities are needed only at the output #for the FD homodyne
detection$ and not at the input; cf. Fig. 2.
In Sec. IV we compute the spectral density of the noise

for all three designs, ignoring the effects of optical losses.

We find #in agreement with previous analyses !18,19"$ that,
when the FD squeeze angle is optimized, the squeezed-input

interferometer has its shot noise and radiation-pressure noise

2A design similar to it has previously been proposed and analyzed

!24" for a simple optical meter, in which the position of a movable
mirror #test mass$ is monitored by measuring the phase or some
other quadrature of a light wave reflected from the mirror. In this

case it was shown that the SQL can be beat by a combination of

phase-squeezed input light and TD homodyne detection.

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of a squeezed-input interferometer.
FIG. 2. Schematic diagram of a squeezed-variational interfer-

ometer. A variational-output interferometer differs from this solely

by replacing the input squeezed vacuum by ordinary vacuum.
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this measured quadrature is proportional to the field ampli-

tude b2!!b2"!2K(h/hSQL)ei"; cf. Eqs. #10$ and #16$.
Correspondingly, we can think of b2!b2(%) as the quantity
measured, and when we compute, from the output, the Fou-

rier transform h!h(%) of the gravitational-wave signal, the
noise in that computation will be

hn#%$!
hSQL

!2K
!b2e

#i". #21$

This noise is an operator for the Fourier transform of a

random process, and the corresponding single-sided spectral

density Sh( f ) associated with this noise is given by the stan-

dard formula &3,26,27'

1

2
2()#%#%!$Sh# f $!*in!hn#%$hn

†#%!$!in+sym . #22$

Here f!%/2( is frequency, !in+ is the quantum state of the

input light field #the field operators a1 and a2), and the sub-
script ‘‘sym’’ means ‘‘symmetrize the operators whose ex-

pectation value is being computed,’’ i.e., replace

hn(%)hn
†(%!) by 1

2 „hn(%)hn†(%!)"hn
†(%!)hn(%)…. Note

that when Eq. #21$ for hn is inserted into Eq. #22$, the phase
factor e#i" cancels, i.e., it has no influence on the noise Sh .

This allows us to replace Eq. #21$ by

hn#%$!
hSQL

!2K
!b2 . #23$

For a conventional interferometer, the dark-port input is in

its vacuum state, which we denote by

!in+!!0a+. #24$

For this vacuum input, the standard relations a"!0a+
!a#!0a+!0, together with Eqs. #6$ and #7$, imply &26,27'

*0a!a jak!
† !0a+sym!

1

2
2()#%#%!$) jk . #25$

Comparing this relation with Eq. #22$ and its generalization
to multiple random processes, we see that #when !in+
!!0a+)a1(%) and a2(%) can be regarded as the Fourier
transforms of classical random processes with single-sided

spectral densities and cross-spectral density given by &4'

Sa1# f $!Sa2# f $!1, Sa1a2# f $!0. #26$

Combining Eqs. #16$ and #23$–#25$ &or, equally well, Eqs.
#16$, #23$, and #26$', we obtain for the noise spectral density
of the conventional interferometer

Sh!
hSQL
2

2
" 1K "K# . #27$

This spectral density is limited, at all frequencies % , by the
standard quantum limit

Sh,hSQL
2 !

8-

m%2L2
. #28$

Recall that K is a function of frequency % and is propor-

tional to the input laser power Io &Eq. #18$'. In our conven-
tional interferometer, we adjust the laser power to Io!ISQL
&Eq. #19$', thereby making K(%!.)!1, which minimizes
Sh at the interferometer’s optimal frequency %!. . The
noise spectral density then becomes &cf. Eqs. #27$ and #18$'

Sh!
4-

mL2%2$ 2.4

%2#.2"%2$
"

%2#.2"%2$

2.4 % . #29$

This optimized conventional noise is shown as a curve in

Fig. 4, along with the standard quantum limit hSQL and the

noise curves for several QND interferometers to be discussed

below. This conventional noise curve is currently a tentative

goal for LIGO-II, when operating without signal recycling

&7'.

IV. STRATEGIES TO BEAT THE SQL, AND THEIR

LOSSLESS PERFORMANCE

A. Motivation: Ponderomotive squeezing

The interferometer’s input-output relations !b1!a1e
2i",

!b2!(a2#Ka1)e2i" can be regarded as consisting of the
uninteresting phase shift e2i", and a rotation in the /a1 ,a20
plane #i.e., /cos1ot,sin1ot0 plane$, followed by a squeeze:

b j!S†#r ,2$R†##3$a je
2i"R##3$S#r ,2$. #30$

FIG. 4. The square root of the spectral density !Sh of the
gravitational-wave noise for several interferometer designs, as a

function of angular frequency % , with optical losses assumed neg-
ligible; !Sh is measured in units of the standard quantum limit at

frequency %!. , and % is measured in units of . . The noise curves
shown are: #i$ the standard quantum limit itself, hSQL(%) &Eq.
#20$'; #ii$ the noise for a conventional interferometer with laser
power Io!ISQL &Eq. #29$'; #iii$ the noise for a squeezed-input inter-
ferometer with Io!ISQL , squeeze factor e

#2R!0.1, and #a$ opti-
mized FD squeeze angle 4!#5(%) &Eq. #49$; solid curve', #b$
optimized frequency-independent squeeze angle &Eq. #52$; dashed
curve'; #iv$ the noise for a variational-output interferometer with
Io!10ISQL and optimized frequency-dependent homodyne phase
6!5(%) &Eq. #58$'; and #v$ the noise for a squeezed-variational
interferometer with Io!10ISQL , input squeeze factor e

#2R!0.1,
and optimized input squeeze angle 4!(/2 and output homodyne
phase 6!5(%) &Eq. #73$'.
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SF
2!F
2!

min
!"#!

$

!1"Rxx!"#K2
eff!"#!

1

Rxx!"#
, !81#

and the minimal noise spectral density is

Sh ,i
min!"#!

2$

L2
"Rxx

2 !"#

% i
eff!"#

"!Sh
SQL"Rxx!"#

% i
eff!"#

" , !82#

which can be formally regarded as a non-free-mass SQL for

the effective dynamics described by % i
eff . To give an ex-

ample, in Fig. 5 we plot the square root of the noise spectral

densities Sh ,2 and Sh ,2
min versus frequency f having fixed &

!2'#25.0 Hz, (!2'#191.3 Hz, for two different val-
ues of the laser power circulating in the arm cavities: Ic
!300 kW and Ic!600 kW. For comparison we also plot the
free-mass SQL line. As we can see from the plot, Sh ,2

min can go

quite below the free-mass SQL.

The effective dynamics can be also used to optimize the

performance of SR interferometers )13*. The roots of the
following equation,

Ki
eff!"#$

m

4
"2!0, !83#

correspond to resonances produced by the effective rigidity,

at which %eff!+ and, using Eq. !82#,

Sh ,i
min!"#!0. !84#

As observed by Khalili )13*, we could expect that the more
the roots of Eq. !83# coincide, the more broadband the noise
curve will be. For example, we could expect that interferom-

eter configurations with double or triple zeros be optimal.

However, as we shall see, those configurations are not much

better than some of the three-single-zero cases.

Assuming the second quadrature (i!2) is observed, we
obtain for the triple-zero case )see also Eqs. !29#, !30#, and
!31# in Ref. )13**:

,c!2# 9!177$113

49
$ (3,

&!
!280$21!177

7
( ,

" triple zero!!2!$11"!177#
7

( . !85#

In Fig. 6 we plot the square root of the noise spectral density

Sh ,2 versus frequency f for the triple-zero case having fixed

" triple zero!2'#100 Hz, i.e., the !free# oscillation frequency
(!2'#123.3 Hz and &!2'#13.8 Hz. The SQL line is
also plotted. For comparison we also show the noise spectral

density Sh ,2 corresponding to a solution of Eq. !83# with
three-single zeros: (!2'#191.3 Hz, &!2'#25.0 Hz,
and Ic!590 kW. As mentioned, the spectral density in the
triple-zero case is not significantly broadband, especially if

compared with the three-single-zero case.

This result originates from the nonuniversal nature of the

curve Sh ,i
min . The SQL !28# does not change if we adjust !by

varying the circulating power# the balance between shot
noise and radiation-pressure noise and find the interferometer

parameters whose noise curve can touch it. By contrast, the

curve Sh ,i
min changes when we adjust !by varying the circulat-

ing power or the optical resonant frequencies# the effective
shot and radiation-pressure noises, SZ

i!Z
i!
and SF

i!F
i!
. )The

change of Sh ,2
min as Ic is varied can be also seen from Fig. 5.*

As a consequence, the fact that Sh ,i
min is low and broadband for

a certain configuration cannot guarantee the noise curve will

also be optimal. In particular, in the triple-zero case, Eq. !83#
already fixes all the interferometer parameters, leaving no

freedom for the noise curve to really take advantage of the

triple zeros. The fact that only a nonuniversal minimum

noise spectral density exists in SR interferometers arises in

part because of the double role played by the carrier light.

Indeed, the latter provides the means for measurement, and

FIG. 5. Plot of !Sh ,2 !continuous lines# and !Sh ,2min !dashed lines#
vs frequency f for T!0.033, &!2'#25.0 Hz, (!2'
#191.3 Hz, and two different values of the laser power circulating
in the arm cavities: Ic!300 kW !lighter-colored lines# and Ic
!600 kW !darker-colored lines#. The free-mass SQL line !black
straight line# is also shown for comparison.

FIG. 6. Plot of the square root of the noise spectral density Sh vs

frequency f for !i# triple-zero case !continuous line# with (!2'
#123.2 Hz, &!2'#13.8 Hz, and Ic!320 kW and !ii# three-
single-zero case !dashed line# with (!2'#191.3 Hz, &!2'
#25.0 Hz, and Ic!590 kW. For comparison we also show the

free-mass SQL line !black straight line#.
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lights that enter from the dark port would only drive the

antisymmetric optical mode, which have opposite signs at

the BS !marked in Fig. 1" and would leak out the interfer-
ometer only from the dark port.

Now suppose the mirrors #ITMs and external test-mass
mirrors !ETMs"$ move in an antisymmetric !mechanical"
mode !shown by arrows in Fig. 1" such that the two arm
lengths change in opposite directions—for example, driven

by a gravitational wave. This kind of motion would pump the

!symmetric" carriers in the two arms into sideband lights
with opposite signs, which lie in the antisymmetric mode,

and would leak out the interferometer from the dark port

!and thus can be detected". On the contrary, symmetric mir-
ror motions that change the two arm lengths in the same way

would induce sidebands in the symmetric mode, which

would leave the interferometer from the bright port. More-

over, sideband lights inside the arm cavities, combined with

the strong carrier lights, exert forces on the test masses.

Since the carrier lights in the two arms are symmetric, side-

bands in the symmetric !antisymmetric" optical mode drive
only the symmetric !antisymmetric" mechanical modes. In
this way, we have two effectively decoupled systems in our

interferometer: !i" ingoing and outgoing bright-port optical
fields, symmetric optical and mechanical modes, and !ii" in-
going and outgoing dark-port optical fields, antisymmetric

optical and mechanical modes.

When the PRM and SRM are present, since each of them

only affects one of the bright/dark ports, the decoupling be-

tween the symmetric and antisymmetric modes is still valid.

Nevertheless, the behavior of each of the subsystems be-

comes richer. The PRM, along with the two ITMs, forms a

power recycling cavity !for symmetric optical modes, shown
by solid lines in Fig. 1". In practice, in order to increase the
carrier amplitude inside the arm cavities #3$, this cavity is
always set to be on resonance with the input laser light. More

specifically, if the input laser power at the PRM is I in , then

the power input at the BS is I0!4I in /Tp , and the circulating
power inside the arms is Ic!2I0 /T , where Tp and T are the
power transmissivities of the PRM and the ITM. The SRM,

along with the two ITMs, forms a SR cavity !for the anti-
symmetric optical modes, shown by dashed lines in Fig. 1".
By adjusting the length and finesse of this cavity, we can

modify the resonant frequency and storage time of the anti-

symmetric optical mode #4$, and affect the optomechanical
dynamics of the entire interferometer #10$. These changes
will reshape the noise curves of SR interferometers, and can

allow them to beat the SQL #8,9$.
Henceforth, we focus on the subsystem made up of dark-

port fields and antisymmetric optical and mechanical modes,

in which the detected GW signal and quantum noises reside.

In light of the above discussions, it is convenient to identify

the two arm cavities as one effective arm cavity, and map the

entire interferometer to a three-mirror cavity, as shown in

Fig. 2. In particular, the SR cavity, formed by the SRM and

ITMs is mapped into a two-mirror cavity !inside the dashed
box of Fig. 2" or one effective ITM. The antisymmetric me-
chanical motions of the two real arm cavities is equal or

opposite in sign to those of this system. The input and output

fields at the dark port correspond to those of the three-mirror

cavity, a and b !shown in Fig. 2". Because of the presence of
the BS in real interferometer !and the absence in effective
one", the optical fields inside the two real arms is "1/!2
times the fields in the effective cavity composed of the ef-

fective ITM and ETM. As a consequence, fields in this ef-

fective cavity are !2 times as sensitive to mirror motions as
those in the real arms, and the effective power in the effec-

tive cavity must be

Iarm!2Ic . !1"

Therefore, both the carrier amplitude and the sideband am-

plitude in the effective cavity are !2 times stronger than the
ones in each real arm. In order to have the same effects on

the motion of the mirrors, we must impose the effective

ETM and ITM to be twice as massive as the real ones, i.e.,

marm!2m . !2"

We denote by T and R!1#T the power transmissivity and

reflectivity of the ITMs, L!4 km is the arm length, and we

assume the ETMs to be perfectly reflecting. The arm length

is on resonance with the carrier frequency %0!1.8
$1015 s#1, i.e., %0L/c!N& , with N an integer. We denote
by ' and l the reflectivity of the SRM and the length of the

SR cavity, and (!#%0l/c$mod 2& the phase gained by lights

with carrier frequency upon one trip across the SR cavity. We

assume the SR cavity to be very short ()10 m) compared
with the arm-cavity length. Thus, we disregard the phase

gained by lights with sideband frequency while traveling

across the SR cavity, i.e., *l/c!0. The three-mirror cavity

system can be broken into two parts. The effective arm cav-

ity, which is the region to the right of the SR cavity, includ-

ing the ETM !but excluding the ITM", where the light inter-
acts with the mechanical motion of the ETM. This region is

completely characterized by the circulating power Ic , the

arm length L, and the mirror mass m. The !very short" SR
cavity, made up of the SRM and the ITM, which does not

move. This part is characterized by T, ' , and ( .
Henceforth, we assume the radiation pressure forces act-

ing on the ETM and ITM to be equal, and the contribution of

the radiation-pressure–induced motion of the two mirrors to

FIG. 2. We draw the three-mirror cavity which is equivalent to a

SR interferometer in describing the antisymmetric optical/

mechanical modes and dark-port optical fields. The SR cavity,

which is mapped into a two-mirror cavity !in the dashed box" can
be viewed as an effective mirror, with four effective reflectivities

and transmissivities, '̃!, +̃! !for fields entering from the right side",

and '̃ , +̃ !for fields entering from the left side". The input and
output fields, a and b, corresponds to those at the dark port of the

real SR interferometer.
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by injecting a subcarrier (SC) with small detuning !SC !
"0:5". For properly chosen power levels in each field, the
resulting system is stable; we found a factor of 20 higher
power in the carrier to be suitable in this case. To illustrate
the behavior of the system at all detunings, the various
stability regions are shown in Fig. 2 for this fixed power
ratio. Point (d), in particular, shows that the system is stable
for our chosen parameters.

Next we highlight some notable features of this optical
trapping technique that were demonstrated experimentally
using the apparatus of Fig. 1.

Extreme rigidity.—With no SC detuning and !C !
0:5", the 172 Hz mechanical resonance of the 1 g mirror
oscillator was shifted as high as 5 kHz [curve (a) in Fig. 3],
corresponding to an optical rigidity of K # 2$ 106 N=m.
To put this number into perspective, consider replacing the
optical mode with a rigid beam with Young’s modulus E.
The effective Young’s modulus of this mode with area A of
the beam spot (1:5 mm2) and length L # 0:9 m of the
cavity, is given by E # KL=A # 1:2 TPa, stiffer than
any known material (but also with very small breaking
strength). Such rigidity is required to operate the cavity
without external control; ambient motion would otherwise
disrupt the cavity resonance condition.

Stabilization.—Also shown in Fig. 3 are curves corre-
sponding to various C and SC detunings. In curves (b), (c),
and (d), we detune the carrier by more than the cavity
linewidth since the optical spring is less unstable for large
!C. With no SC detuning, the optomechanical resonant
frequency reaches !eff # 2#$ 2178 Hz, shown in

curve (c). Note that the optical spring is unstable, as
evidenced by the phase increase of 180% about the reso-
nance (corresponding to antidamping). Next we detune the
subcarrier in the same direction as the carrier, shown in
curve (b), which increases the resonant frequency and also
increases the antidamping, demonstrated by the broaden-
ing of the resonant peak. For these two cases, electronic
servo control is used to keep the cavity locked. If the
control system is disabled, the amplitude of the cavity field
and mirror oscillations grow exponentially. Remarkably,
when the subcarrier is detuned in the opposite direction
from the carrier, the optical spring resonance becomes
stable, shown in curve (d), allowing operation of the cavity
without electronic feedback at frequencies above 30 Hz;
we note the change in phase behavior and the reduction of
the resonant frequency. This shows how the frequency and
damping of the optical spring can be independently con-
trolled in the strong coupling regime.

Optical cooling..—The thermal excitation spectrum of
the mirror, given by SF # 4kBT"m=M, is not changed by
the optical forces. It is informative to express this in terms
of the optomechanical parameters "eff , !eff , and an effec-
tive temperature Teff , such that the form of the equation is
maintained. The effective temperature thus is given by

 Teff # T
"m

"eff
# T

!m

!eff

Qeff

Qm
; (4)
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FIG. 3 (color online). The optical spring response for various
power levels and detunings of the carrier and subcarrier.
Measured transfer functions of displacement per force are shown
as points, while the solid lines are theoretical curves. The dashed
line shows the response of the system with no optical spring. An
unstable optical spring resonance with varying damping and
resonant frequency is produced when (a) !C # 0:5", !SC # 0;
(b) !C # 3", !SC # 0:5"; (c) !C # 3", !SC # 0; and it is
stabilized in (d) !C # 3", !SC # "0:3". Note that the damping
of the optical spring increases greatly as the optomechanical
resonance frequency increases, approaching "eff ! !eff for the
highest frequency optical spring.

 

FIG. 4 (color online). The measured noise spectral density of
the cavity length is shown for several configurations correspond-
ing to different detunings. The lowest amplitude (magenta) curve
corresponds to !C ! 3 and !SC ! "0:5. The other (green and
blue) curves are obtained by reducing !SC and increasing !C in
order to keep !eff approximately constant, while varying "eff .
The spectrum is integrated between 1500 and 2300 Hz to
calculate the rms motion of the oscillator mode, giving effective
temperatures of 0.8, 3.8, and 12.2 K. The limiting noise source
here is not thermal noise, but, in fact, frequency noise of the
laser, suggesting that with reduced frequency noise even lower
temperatures could be attained.
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where ! is the frequency of the motion, and ! and I0 are
the detuning and input power of the laser, respectively.
Note the dependence of K0 on the sign of !. For !> 0 (in
our convention), K > 0 corresponds to a restoring force,
while !< 0 gives an antirestoring force; we do not explore
this regime experimentally since it is always unstable for
our system (see Fig. 2). The light in the cavity (for ! ( ")
responds to mirror motion on a time scale given by "&1.
This delay has two effects. First, for high frequency motion
(! * "), the response of the cavity, and the corresponding
radiation pressure, are reduced, and we see from Eq. (2)
that K!! ) "" * K0!!=""&2. Second, the response of
the cavity lags the motion, leading to an additional force
proportional to the velocity of the mirror motion—a vis-
cous force with damping coefficient given by [11,16]

 "!!" + 2K!!"
M"$1% !!=""2 & !!=""2' ; (2)

where M is the reduced mass of the two mirrors. Because

the cavity response lags the motion of the mirrors, a
restoring spring constant implies a negative damping.
Again we see that when both optical forces dominate their
mechanical counterparts, the system must be unstable.

To stabilize the system we use two optical fields that
respond on different time scales. One field should respond
quickly, so that it makes a strong restoring force and only a
weak antidamping force. The other field should respond
slowly, so that it creates a strong damping force, with only
a minor antirestoring force. This could be achieved with
two cavities of differing bandwidths that share a common
end mirror. However, it is simpler to use a single cavity and
two fields with vastly different detunings. From Eqs. (1)
and (2), taking ! ( " (valid at the optical spring resonant
frequency), we find

 

"

K
# 2=!M""

1% !!=""2 ; (3)

we see that an optical field with larger detuning has less
damping per stiffness. The physical mechanism for this is
that at larger detunings the optical field resonates less
strongly than for smaller detunings, so the time scale for
the cavity response is shorter, leading to smaller optical
damping. To create a stable system, we consider a carrier
field (C) with large detuning !C * 3" that creates a re-
storing force, but also a small antidamping force. To coun-
teract the antidamping, a strong damping force is created
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FIG. 2 (color online). Graphical representation of the total
optical rigidity due to both optical fields, as a function of C
and SC detuning, for fixed input power (power in the SC field is
,1=20 the C power) and observation frequency (! # 2#-
1 kHz). The shaded regions correspond to detunings where the
total spring constant K and damping constant " are differently
positive or negative. Specifically, ‘‘stable’’ corresponds to K >
0, "< 0, ‘‘antistable’’ to K < 0, "> 0, ‘‘statically unstable’’ to
K < 0, "< 0, and ‘‘dynamically unstable’’ to K > 0, "> 0. The
blue line denotes ‘‘cold damping’’ corresponding to !C < 0 and
!SC # 0; i.e., the SC provides no optical force. The (logarithmi-
cally spaced) contours shown are scaled according to K: brighter
regions have larger K. The labels (a)–(d) refer to the measure-
ments shown in Fig. 3.
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FIG. 1 (color online). Simplified schematic of the experiment.
About 3 W of $0 # 1064 nm Nd:YAG laser light passes through
a Faraday isolator (FI) before it is split into two paths by a half
wave plate (HWP) and polarizing beam splitter (PBS) combina-
tion that allows control of the laser power in each path. The
carrier (C) field comprises most of the light incident on the
suspended cavity. About 5% of the light is frequency shifted by
one free spectral range (161.66 MHz) using an acousto-optic
modulator (AOM), and phase modulated by an electro-optic
modulator (EOM); this subcarrier (SC) field can further be
detuned from resonance to create a second optical spring. The
two beams are recombined on a second PBS before being
injected into the cavity, which is mounted on a seismic isolation
platform in a vacuum chamber (denoted by the shaded box). A
Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) error signal derived from the SC light
reflected from the cavity is used to lock it, with feedback to both
the cavity length as well as the laser frequency. By changing the
frequency shift of the SC, the C can be shifted off resonance by
arbitrarily large detunings. The low power SC beam (blue)
passes through the EOM and AOM before being recombined
with the high power C beam (red).
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• Advanced LIGO start in mid-2008 (NSB 
meets end of March)

• First IFO decommissioned in 2010

• Use Enhanced LIGO to 
• Increase exposure 10x
• Minimize aLIGO risk
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Figure 1: Optical and sensing configuration of the LIGO 4 km interferometers. The IO block
includes laser frequency and amplitude stabilization, and electro-optics modulators. The inset
photo shows a test mass mirror, in its suspension, prior to installation in the vacuum system. The
near face is the high-reflecting surface, through which one can see mirror actuators arranged in
a square pattern near the mirror perimeter.

cavity (mode cleaner, MC), which provides a stable, spatially pure beam; additional filtering of
laser noise; and serves as an intermediate reference for frequency stabilization.

The interferometer optics, including the test masses, are fused silica substrates with multi-
layer dielectric coatings, manufactured to be extremely low-loss. The substrates are polished so
that the surface deviation from a spherical figure, over the central 80 mm diameter, is typically
less than a few angstroms, and the surface microroughness is also less than a few angstroms.
The absorption level in the coatings is generally a few parts-per-million (ppm) or less, and the
total scatter loss from a mirror surface is estimated to be 20-30 ppm.

The main optical components and beam paths–including the long arms–are enclosed in an
ultra-high vacuum system (10!8 ! 10!9 torr) for acoustical isolation and to reduce phase fluc-
tuations from light scattering off residual gas. The 1.2 m diameter beam tubes contain multiple
baffles to trap scattered light.

Each optic is suspended as a pendulum by a loop of steel wire. The position and orienta-
tion of an optic can be controlled by electromagnetic actuators: small magnets are bonded to

4

Enhanced LIGO
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Figure 1: Optical and sensing configuration of the LIGO 4 km interferometers. The IO block
includes laser frequency and amplitude stabilization, and electro-optics modulators. The inset
photo shows a test mass mirror, in its suspension, prior to installation in the vacuum system. The
near face is the high-reflecting surface, through which one can see mirror actuators arranged in
a square pattern near the mirror perimeter.

cavity (mode cleaner, MC), which provides a stable, spatially pure beam; additional filtering of
laser noise; and serves as an intermediate reference for frequency stabilization.

The interferometer optics, including the test masses, are fused silica substrates with multi-
layer dielectric coatings, manufactured to be extremely low-loss. The substrates are polished so
that the surface deviation from a spherical figure, over the central 80 mm diameter, is typically
less than a few angstroms, and the surface microroughness is also less than a few angstroms.
The absorption level in the coatings is generally a few parts-per-million (ppm) or less, and the
total scatter loss from a mirror surface is estimated to be 20-30 ppm.

The main optical components and beam paths–including the long arms–are enclosed in an
ultra-high vacuum system (10!8 ! 10!9 torr) for acoustical isolation and to reduce phase fluc-
tuations from light scattering off residual gas. The 1.2 m diameter beam tubes contain multiple
baffles to trap scattered light.

Each optic is suspended as a pendulum by a loop of steel wire. The position and orienta-
tion of an optic can be controlled by electromagnetic actuators: small magnets are bonded to
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Figure 1: Optical and sensing configuration of the LIGO 4 km interferometers. The IO block
includes laser frequency and amplitude stabilization, and electro-optics modulators. The inset
photo shows a test mass mirror, in its suspension, prior to installation in the vacuum system. The
near face is the high-reflecting surface, through which one can see mirror actuators arranged in
a square pattern near the mirror perimeter.

cavity (mode cleaner, MC), which provides a stable, spatially pure beam; additional filtering of
laser noise; and serves as an intermediate reference for frequency stabilization.

The interferometer optics, including the test masses, are fused silica substrates with multi-
layer dielectric coatings, manufactured to be extremely low-loss. The substrates are polished so
that the surface deviation from a spherical figure, over the central 80 mm diameter, is typically
less than a few angstroms, and the surface microroughness is also less than a few angstroms.
The absorption level in the coatings is generally a few parts-per-million (ppm) or less, and the
total scatter loss from a mirror surface is estimated to be 20-30 ppm.

The main optical components and beam paths–including the long arms–are enclosed in an
ultra-high vacuum system (10!8 ! 10!9 torr) for acoustical isolation and to reduce phase fluc-
tuations from light scattering off residual gas. The 1.2 m diameter beam tubes contain multiple
baffles to trap scattered light.

Each optic is suspended as a pendulum by a loop of steel wire. The position and orienta-
tion of an optic can be controlled by electromagnetic actuators: small magnets are bonded to
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3 Detector Enhancements

In this section, the major detector enhancements are described.

3.1 Increased Laser Power

To increase the laser power a new Master Oscillator / Power Amplifier (MOPA) will be
installed. These new units will be provided by our German Advanced LIGO partner, the
Albert Einstein Institute, and manufactured by the Laser Zentrum Hanover (LZH). The
plan is that AEI/LZH will make an early delivery of the front-end of the Advanced LIGO
high-power lasers. These MOPA front-ends provide 30-35 W in the TEM00 mode, around
3x more than our existing MOPA.

Figure 3: Diagram of the 30 W MOPA system
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